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service, 52
rejection of, 41
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manner of the constitution of, 43
recommendation of Second Press Com
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denial of, affecting freedom of the
press, 52

grant of, 43
accreditation rules, 46, 47
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effect of the withdrawal of, 42
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obtaining the, 53
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for editorial, 49
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in release of. 65
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cancellation of release of, due to politi-
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centralised system of, 51
choosing the media for, 97
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deliberate attempt of withdrawal of, 117
denial of, 99
denial of, intended to pressurise, 86
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direction of central govt. regarding

release of, 83
discontinuance in release of, due to

publication of some material, 75
discontinuance of, for adverse criticism,
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discretion of govt. in distributing the,
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discrimiaation in releasing the, due to

political reason, 73
discriminatory policy in giving the, 60
factors related to release of, 66
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framing the policy for, 90
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influence editorial policy, 97
govt, policy for giving, 92
govt. right to allocate, 89
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published matter, 81
motivated stoppage of, 85
newspaper right to demand the, 90
non-release of, due to policy decision,
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objective criteria for, 97
reduction in quantum of, 61, 66
release of, condition to be fulfilled, 78
.toppage in, releasing the, 68
stoppage of. by way of punishment for

editorial policy, 88
stoppage of, for editorial, 69-
stoppage of, for publication of articles
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stoppage of, to influence editorial ro
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sudden stoppage of, 69
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the govt. line, 57
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withdrawal of, by way of punishment,
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withdrawal of, due to exposure of mal
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withdrawal of, to influence editorial

policy, 91
withholding of, constituting violation of

freedom of press, 98
withholding of, for obscene and scurri
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withholding of, to stifle the freedom of
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enlistment, terms and conditions for, 67
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discontinuance of, 95
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guidelines for approval for, 77
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stoppage of, by way of reprisal, 51
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non-enlistment, 69
objectionable matter, govt. right to con
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payment of bill, withholding the, 58
Press Advisory Committee, constitution

of, 63
verification of circulation of newspaper,
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FREEDOM OF PRESS (MISCELLAN
EOUS)

act of violence, resorting of, to curtail
freedom of press, 80

administration, criticism of, 1::!6
"alerting" correspondent, direction by

police officer, 105
backdoor press censorship, 44
bribing a correspondent, 107
collection of news, fundamental right to,

119
correspondent, complaint against, 115, 127
editor, direction to, by police, 128
facts, ascertaining the, 116
foreign money in newspaper, allegation of

pumping of, 126
freedom of press, violation of, 97
govt. action, as threat to press freedom,
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improper inducement, 113
Inquiry Committee, need to give assistance

to. 77
journalist,

assignment to, causing conflict with
duty, 114, 126

divided loyalty of, 114,
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interfering with function of, 108
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opinion on, III
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journalistic work. interfering with, 108
loan, complaint about non-release of, 12R
mailing list, dropping the name from, 128
news,

deliberate suppression of, 114, 122
non- publication or interruption of, 108,
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right of citizen to protest against publi

cation of, 115
suppression of, 108

news despatches. singling out, 106, 128
news of public interest,

preventing the publication of, 103
restriction on supply and dissemination

of,43
supply and dissemination of, 122

news worthiness, editor's discretion in
sorting out, 127

news-item,
disclosure of source and authenticity of,

116
proving the contents of, 104

newspaper,
damaging disclosure about, III
subsidising of, by foreign countries, III
suppressing of basic rights of, 41

pre-censorship, 106
pre-scrutiny, 109
press, fetters on, 116
press censorship, 109, 127
press messages, withholding of, 109
press telegrams, interception and withhol

ding of, 120,121, 128
serious allegations, power of magistrate to

enquire about, 104
source of information,

disclosure of, 116
divulging the, lOS, 126
inquiry about, 127

statement, suppression of, 111
teleprinter services,

stoppage of, 110
stopping the subscription of, 118

yellow journalilm, indulging in, 53
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HARASSMENT AND PRESSUR/SA
TION OF NEWSPAPERMEN

anti-social elements, publishing the news
regarding, 5

assaults on pressmen, for news or editorial,
34

attack, with a view to prcssurising or
intimidating, 35

blackmailing, 6
brow-beating stafT reporter, attempt by a

minister, 26, 30
comera,

seizure of, 13
snatching away of, 22

canards, publication of, 25
circumstantial inference, 18
district magistrate,

application of mind by, 19
exercise of power by, 19

enquiry, involving a journalist and autho
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expression of views and publication of
objective reports, attempt by govt, to
throttle the newspaper in, 7

fabricated case, implication in,S
false case, fabrication of, 10
film, destroying of, 13
free function of the press, interference

with,32
freedom of the press, undermining the,
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govt., unwarranted pressure and harass

ment by, 12
harassment,

by illegal requisitioning of accommo
dation, 20

due to critical writings, 10
due to exposure of scandalous activities,

6
due to highlighting the misdeeds of

administration, 3
due to publication of certain news, 12
for treatment of news, 34
keeping the sword hanging with object

of, Hi
harassment and maltreatment for critical

writings, 6
harassment and victimisation by police,

4,5
illegal arrest, on refusal to divulge source

of information, 9, 10
iIIe,al seizure, 35
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income-tax authorities, complaint for
harassment by, 35

instit1,ltion of cases, after lapse of a long
time, 16,34

intemperate language, insulting national
leaders. Council's jurisdiction regarding,

31
investigation hifo disputed facts, 31
journaJist,
., abduction of, by police, 5

attaclt on, 25
attack oil" at tho instigation of police, 2

.coercing the, to toe a particular line, 32
detention of, 14
faise'repo~t against, 1
humiliation of, 21
murderous assault on, I
obligation of, 15
protection of, duty of police for, 8
resolving the differences by, 36
to practice responsible journalism, 35
ways~,of humiliation of, 36

latbi bloWS. 13
law and order problem, 13

'Ioealadnunistration, rendering help by, to
joUrnalist, I

merdless beating by police, 2
new;paper. coercing of, to desist from

publishing facts, I, 34
newspaper office.

jlJtaek on the, 7
'blockade of. 17
group raids on, 8

newspapermen, attack on, 3
objectionable language, 23
obje<:tionable language, using of, 35
~onal grudle, I
pollee,

hatasSlnent and victlmisation by, 36
itJJiuma~ treatment by, 4
inaction of, 18
substantial allegation against, govt.

duty to make enquiry. 34
politicians, obligations of, 15
press, attack on, as a measure of punish

ment (or its attitude in news and
'e(1itorlal, 29

Violation of Freedom of the Press

Press and Registration of Books Act,
s, 3. inquiry under, 21

press correspondent, insult to, 30
Press Council,

adjournment due to non-availability of
counsel,6

duty to preserve press freedom, 29
cognizance by, 97
jurisdiction of, 18, 3D, 119, 125
nature of authority of, 125
non-appearance before, effect of,

2,3
objections regarding jurisdiction of,

125
objectives of, 97
personal and pecuniary interest of

members of, 125
press workers, wrongful confinement of,

17
prevention of edition from coming out,

17
professional functions of journalist, attempt

to prevent from carrying out, 15
publication of news, cheap tactics to

prevent the, 10
raid,

by police, 27
in execution of attachment order, 35
on press premises, 28

regrets, 9
reply, inordinate delay in, 23
reporter, vituperative language against,

9
reprisal, due to critical writings, 1
seizure-of newspaper, jurisdiction of the

Council regarding, 30
settlement, duty to inform the Council

about the, 24
siege of newspapers, prior knowledge of

police about, 18
specific allegations, absence of, against

particular person, 13
slate govt., cavalier attitude of, towards

Council,23
sub-judice, 4
sufficient evidence, lack of, 13
time-barred complaint, 4


